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Abstract. Forest is in trouble. The most recent (2015) FAO Forest Resources Assessment shows an encouraging
trend towards a decrease in deforestation rates, but it also points out that since 1990 total forest loss corresponds
to an area the size of South Africa. Efforts to curtail deforestation require reliable assessments, yet current def-
initions for what a forest exactly is differ significantly across countries, institutions and epistemic communities.
Those differences have implications for forest management efforts: they entail different understandings about
where exactly a forest starts and ends, and therefore also engender misunderstandings about where a forest
should start and end, and about how forests should be managed. This special issue brings together different per-
spectives from practitioners and academic disciplines – including linguistics, geographic information science and
human geography – around the problem of understanding and characterizing forest. By bringing together differ-
ent disciplinary viewpoints, we hope to contribute to ongoing interdisciplinary efforts to analyse forest change.
In this introduction, we propose that interrogating the relationship between forest definitions, boundaries and
ways of valuing forests constitutes a productive way to critically conceptualize the trouble that forest is in.

“In urgent times, many of us are tempted to address
trouble in terms of making an imagined future safe,
of stopping something from happening that looms
in the future, of clearing away the present and the
past in order to make futures for coming gener-
ations. Staying with the trouble does not require
such a relationship to times called the future. In
fact, staying with the trouble requires learning to
be truly present, not as a vanishing pivot between
awful or edenic pasts and apocalyptic or salvific
futures, but as mortal critters entwined in myriad
unfinished configurations of places, times, matters,
meanings.”

(Donna Haraway, 2016:1 Staying with the Trouble:
Making kin in the Chthulucene)

1 The trouble with forest

Forest is in trouble not only because forest cover is chang-
ing rapidly, but also because our ways of categorizing forests
are never stable. In this special issue we do not aim to solve
the trouble but rather to, as Haraway suggests, learn from it.
As she notes in her latest book, “trouble” is an interesting
word; it refers not only to there being a problem but also to
an objective kind of ambiguity that is at the heart of a given
problem. In this introduction, we propose to open the “black
box” of trouble that we understand as cutting across three
concepts – definitions, values and boundaries. Disentangling
these concepts, and their relations, helps us derive fundamen-
tal questions for a critical – in the sense of Lave et al. (2014)
– assessment of the kind of trouble forest is in. Through these
concepts and questions, we are not trying to solve questions
such as “where do forests start (and end)?” Rather, we wish
to make a conceptual contribution to show why making sense
of such a seemingly simple question remains elusive.
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Putting forest policy into practice generally requires spa-
tial planning and, inevitably, the specification of forest
boundaries, which becomes difficult where forest definitions
are contested – especially as policy and planning seek to be
relevant at increasingly broad scales. Yet agreeing on forest
definitions is not easy. As Chazdon et al. (2016) have shown,
definitions are not produced in a vacuum. They are always to
some extent adopted to fit a particular purpose and are thus
as much a product of the intentions of the describer (here,
mostly scientists but also policymakers) as of the thing they
describe (in our case forest). Consequently, forest definitions
are subject to some forms of valuation. Value here is not
meant in the sense of liking certain ecological characteris-
tics more than others, but in the sense of seeing certain ones
rather than others. An example of such valuation is articu-
lated in the work of Ghazoul and Chazdon (2017) on what
counts as ecosystem degradation and recovery. They con-
clude that “[d]efining degradation independently of human-
centered utility functions, based on purely biophysical pro-
cesses, can minimize the influence of value judgments that
otherwise clouds definitional clarity but might not necessar-
ily facilitate shared understanding or concern among diverse
stakeholders. Thus, biophysical attributes of degradation can
be quantified and measured, but the relevance of selected at-
tributes remains subject to values that determine preferred
states.” (Ghazoul and Chazdon, 2017:167). In other words,
definitions are of little use if they are made without a concern
for “human-centred utility” values that give them relevance.
Such values are not universal however, and this is reflected
in a multiplicity of forest definitions.

Our thinking emerged from discussions that took place
during a workshop that we organized in 2016 around the
theme of “the trouble with defining forests – semantics, on-
tology, territoriality”. It gathered the authors of the articles
that make up this special issue, and other academic and con-
servation practitioner colleagues in Switzerland and from
abroad, with expertise in the fields of land cover/land use
science, linguistics and political ecology. We focused on dis-
ciplinary and cross-disciplinary struggles that take place on
the ground and in the map-making lab, around defining forest
both semantically and spatially. Together the papers follow
up on the questions and insights brought up at the workshop,
interrogating the seemingly straightforward notion of forest.
Rather than restating critiques of current definitions and def-
inition makers, this multidisciplinary themed issue aims to
show that gaps and divergences between forest definitions –
across places, times, disciplines and communities of practice
– are a productive common working ground, as suggested by
Nightingale (2003, 2009). What the papers have in common
is a motivation to reach out beyond disciplinary trenches, and
below we propose that querying the relation between forest
definitions, boundaries and values constitutes a good way to
reach that aim – as concepts to think with, rather than to ex-
plain or predict – and towards more critical, yet also more
inclusive, ways of imagining the trouble that forest is in.

2 Forest trouble between continuity and change

That forest is a fuzzy and political category is not a new
claim, yet it is not a concern of the past either. In Misread-
ing the African Landscape Leach and Fairhead (1996) drew
attention to the caveats of postcolonial environmental ortho-
doxies in Guinean forest savannah mosaics. They demon-
strated the role that colonial history and science played in
misreading contemporary forest islands in Guinea as endan-
gered forest remnants, rather than the product of careful hu-
man management. This work was seminal in the develop-
ment of a science of tree–people relationships in the field of
political ecology that has endeavoured to critically examine
national and international scientific and associated policy ap-
proaches to forest management (Fairhead and Leach, 1998).
It puts a finger on a general theoretical problem: land change
science has demonstrated the co-existence of different, and
sometimes competing, landscape ontologies. Forest is entan-
gled in enduring policy and scientific categorizations such as
“degraded”, “untouched” or “primary/secondary” that con-
tinue to be contested (Hecht et al., 2014:8). But, because
technology and policy have moved on and because environ-
mental and societal needs have changed, these concerns must
be revisited.

With regards to policy, the concentration of interest around
the role of CO2 emissions as a driver of climate change and
normalization of “carbon” as a part of our daily lives, con-
versations and concerns has revived and deeply transformed
the kind of attention that “forests” receive. It seems that we
should no longer be concerned with conserving forests, but
rather we should be concerned with their ability to capture
emissions differentially. This of course transforms the way
we value forest landscapes and tree species comparatively to
one another, but it also transforms the relations between hu-
mans about forests (Scoones and Leach, 2015). For example,
the beguilingly simple idea that underlies REDD+ (Reduc-
ing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation)
– that high-emission rich countries pay low-emission poorer
ones to conserve forests with the best potential to capture
CO2 – relies on problematic forest definitions. In the case of
Tanzania, Beymer-Farris and Bassett (2012:333) explain that
these definitions “do not take into consideration the environ-
mental history or the agency of forest-reliant communities in
the making of forested landscapes”. This trouble in defining
and valuing forest lies at the heart of the resistance, disap-
pointments and localized conflicts related to contemporary
forest policy (Friis Lund et al., 2017; Leach and Scoones,
2015; Benjaminsen, 2014; Fairhead et al., 2012).

Conversely, policy sometimes stays the same even though
its context has changed. A striking example is the law con-
cerning forests in Switzerland. In the 19th century, massive
deforestation in alpine regions in Switzerland led to a surge
in natural catastrophes such as avalanches and mud slides.
Calls were made to protect forests in order to safeguard hu-
man settlements and infrastructure. Thus, in 1876 the first
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law to protect forests was passed, the “Waldgesetz” (forest
law), which states that the total area covered by forest as
well as its spatial distribution are to remain the same (Fédéra-
tion Suisse, 1991). Despite some minor amendments, the for-
est has remained strongly protected since 1876. However,
changing contexts in the agrarian and forestry sectors, for
example, loss of highly biologically diverse agrarian mead-
ows to forest regrowth at higher altitudes, call into ques-
tion the usefulness of such strict forest definitions (NZZ,
31 July 2013). These changes in how forest is valued – as
protection from natural hazards or a danger to biodiversity
– demonstrate that continuity in definitions can also lead to
conflicts, as societal needs and thus society’s way of valuing
forest change.

Finally, theories about changes in forest dynamics have
evolved and require that we continue paying attention to
the categories we use. This is illustrated in the case of the
much-debated “forest transition theory”, contested in part be-
cause it equates forest recovery with economic moderniza-
tion (Perz, 2007; Putz and Redford, 2010; Kozak and Swa-
grzyk, 2016 – see also Kull, 2017, in this issue). Another
example is the uncertainty that clouds analysis of carbon-
sink behaviour (Erb et al., 2013), which makes “today’s for-
est management [. . . ] more of a gamble than a scientific de-
bate” according to some, partly because it is grounded in
scientific assumptions about “managed” and “unmanaged”
forests (Bellassen and Luyssaert, 2014:155). A third exam-
ple is the emerging debate about the differentiation between
“primary” and “intact” forests (Mackey et al., 2015; Watson
et al., 2018). These three examples illustrate that forest cat-
egories continue to be at the heart debates about forest dy-
namics. We propose below that these debates are illuminated
through a reflexive approach to definitions that explore how
forests are valued and bounded.

3 Definitions, values and boundaries

“Land spanning more than 0.5 hectares with trees
higher than 5 meters and a canopy cover of more
than 10 percent, or trees able to reach these thresh-
olds in situ. It does not include land that is predom-
inantly under agricultural or urban land use”.1

This definition was used by the FAO for its Forest Re-
source Assessments in 2010 and 2015, the most compre-
hensive global assessment of forest and forestry to date. It
has become a baseline for the work of the FAO, but it was
a challenging report to put together, in part because of the
variety of ways in which different countries define forests
(Grainger, 2007; Keenan et al., 2015). Indeed the FAO def-
inition is only one of many possible definitions for forests.
Land cover change scientists mobilize myriad ways of defin-
ing both what a forest is and where forest starts and ends. Our

1http://www.fao.org/3/a-i4808e.pdf, last access: 13 March 2018.

updated version of a figure originally drawn by Comber et
al. (2005:201) illustrates the breadth of ways in which forest
can be defined by different countries using the simple terms
“tree height” and “canopy cover”, which must in turn be op-
erationalized and extracted, typically with remote sensing, if
estimates are to be made over large areas (Koetz et al., 2007).

This heterogeneity becomes a problem when widely ma-
nipulated information is treated as data, whereas neither the
breadth of the semantics nor the meaning of this information
is understood. It is especially problematic currently, where
producing international (and thus cross-border) forest data
and internationally translatable benchmarks for changing for-
est dynamics is needed (Soares-Filho et al., 2016). Further-
more, regions are not equal with regards to heterogeneity: in
a recent paper Sexton et al. (2015) mapped the level of con-
sensus over definitions, showing that, among the 800+ dif-
ferent official definitions of forests analysed, the highest level
of uncertainty occurred in the most sparsely treed regions.

Such “uneven heterogeneity” manifests itself beyond sci-
entific knowledge production. It recently flared up into a
controversy involving a misunderstanding between scien-
tists and forest management practitioners about “grasslands”.
The misunderstanding followed the publication by the World
Resource Institute (WRI) and the International Union for
the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) of a “forest restora-
tion” map indicating both deforested lands and grassy biomes
such as grasslands, savannas and open woodlands as suit-
able candidate areas for replantation projects, which grassy-
biome ecologists labelled a “tyranny of trees” (Veldman et
al., 2015a, b; Laestadius et al., 2015; Rojas-Briales, 2015;
Bond, 2016). So definition is an ever-pressing concern in
a global(izing) context, but the conflation between the data
generated to describe forest change and data used to pre-
scribe policies that address forest change is problematic. If
countries do not actually define forests in the same way, stan-
dardized prescriptions risk imposing unfair, and ecologically
inadequate, forest policy recommendations globally. The fact
that a global demand for forest benchmarks is growing as
global mitigation schemes – such as payment for ecosystem
services and REDD+ – gather pace only leaves one to won-
der what to do with such heterogeneity in forest definitions
(Gupta et al., 2013).

In addition our endeavours to produce and refine descrip-
tive categories are (and maybe should be) driven by our as-
sumptions and perceptions about what problems (or trouble)
there might be with forest, our values in other words. Such
assumptions and perceptions vary widely, and of course what
problems there might be depends on who exactly is looking
(Chazdon et al., 2016). This is demonstrated in the work of
Robbins (1998a, b, 2001, 2003) in Rajasthan. He compares
and contrasts the identification of forest areas by local forest
users and foresters, focusing on an area populated by an inva-
sive Prosopis subspecies, which is, contrary to the foresters’
perception, not identified as “forest” by forest users. Despite
this divergence from forest users’ representations, Robbins
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Figure 1. Minimum physical requirements of a “forest” in terms of tree height and canopy cover according to Lund (2018). ∗ indicates use
of UNFCCC data for this country. This figure uses the same countries as the original (Comber et al., 2005:201).

describes how the category “forest” becomes literally nat-
uralized, both on the map and on the ground, through the
convergent representations of a remote-sensing technology
and a forest bureaucracy that needs to reproduce itself. The
take-home message is that the variation between definitions
reflects diversity in values, and it boils down to acknowl-
edging the partiality of knowledge. No point of view – or
technology, for example in the form of remote sensing or
geographic information systems – is neutral. As Nightin-
gale (2003) pointed out using similar methodology to Rob-
bins’ in Nepal, what separates what is and what is not forest,
both on the map and in the landscape, reflects particular ways
of knowing nature. These ways of knowing are embedded in
the different narratives available to us (whoever we might be)
about the potential causes of the problem – like deforestation
– at hand (Ribot 1999; Ostrom and Nagendra 2006; Goldman
et al., 2011).

The complicated relationship – the trouble – between for-
est definitions and values is not only a case of doing good sci-
ence – science that states explicitly its assumptions and that
makes its analysis transparent and challengeable. In prac-
tice the link between definitions and values is often silent
and challenging to investigate because these silences reflect
power. This power often becomes more visible when bound-
aries are drawn. Indeed the value-laden quality of defini-
tions has both political origins and political effects. Firstly,
it has political origins in the sense that the values underly-

ing definitions, and reflected in boundaries, result from un-
even relations of power between hegemonic and subaltern
world views. Scientific knowledge about forest dynamics has
tended to reify experts’ perspectives, to the detriment of for-
est users’ – for example, that of the millions of indigenous
people around the world who dwell in forests and make
use of forest resources (International Alliance of Indigenous-
Tribal Peoples of the Tropical Forest, 1996; United Nations,
2009). The resulting drive for an inclusion of “indigenous
knowledge” about forest resources has become an impera-
tive in many places since the 1990s, exemplified through
“counter-mapping practices” in the area of forest manage-
ment (Peluso, 1995). This shift has been particularly pow-
erful in producing alternative forest management prescrip-
tions (e.g. community-based natural resource management).
However, the limits that these initiatives face (local elite cap-
ture, discharge of state responsibility onto communities) also
demonstrate that “adding in” indigenous knowledge can-
not resolve the trouble between value-laden definitions and
boundaries, because, regardless of how much “indigenous
knowledge” is included, the relation between forest defini-
tions and the forest boundaries that are drawn with pens and
fences never occurs in a political vacuum (Agrawal, 1995).

Secondly, the values underlying definitions are made visi-
ble when looking at boundaries because definitions are of-
ten used as political currency to exercise political control
over territory. The work of Vandergeest and Peluso (2015)
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on the “political forests” of Indonesia is a case in point. They
show that the category “forest” used in policy prescription
is not only the product of a well-informed scientific assess-
ment of where forests are, or a wishful prescription of where
they should be, but also a tool for governing the people and
places within the areas earmarked as forest. Indeed they trace
transformations in the policy characterization of forests from
colonial to current times and demonstrate their concomi-
tance with different epochs involving government violence
towards its population. Conversely, forest categories can be-
come powerful ways for subaltern groups to leverage polit-
ical rights over certain territories. An interesting example is
the inclusion of forest users in the elaboration of measuring,
reporting and verification (MRV) mechanisms in implement-
ing REDD+ schemes. McCall et al. (2016) show the chal-
lenges in implementing such participatory MRV mechanisms
in Mexico, where forest users divulged ecological and cul-
tural information that was often territorially sensitive. Such
information could be levered in territorial or property claims,
or bring the risk of eco-piracy if forest users mapped out sa-
cred places, rare plants and minerals.

The power relations underlying value-laden definitions
also have ecological implications. Typical examples include
the problematic inclusion of monoculture plantations as ar-
eas recognized as “forest”, or the proliferation of invasive
species as cases of “successful afforestation” (Sandbrook et
al., 2010; Bruggeman et al., 2015; Heilmayr et al., 2016).
But power relations underlying different ways of valuing and
therefore defining forests are not undesirable “noise” that can
be supressed. This is why the relations between forest defini-
tions, values and boundaries can provide fruitful ground for
reflection on the trouble with forest.

4 The papers

The papers in the theme issue all address, from different
viewpoints, the trouble with forest definitions, boundaries
and values. An excellent entry point to starting discussions
on categories is semantics. The contribution to the themed
issue by Burenhult et al. (2017) offers an illuminating per-
spective on the concept of “forest” from the perspective of
linguistics. It explores how, or indeed if, “forest” is con-
ceptualized in six different indigenous languages, or speech
communities, throughout the world, paying specific atten-
tion to the significance of the presence of trees’ height
and cover as factors in explaining semantics. Fascinatingly,
these factors are much less determinant than a number of
other semantic categories and dichotomies that appear re-
peatedly within their cross-linguistic and cross-cultural anal-
ysis: inside–outside, containment, (un)inhabited space. They
demonstrate that “forest” is neither a cross-linguistically nor
a cross-culturally recognized category. Yet rather than dis-
couraging standardization, this paper refines our understand-

ing of where forest meanings converge and diverge and lays
out a rich terrain for further potential investigations.

Frick et al. (2018) investigate the different values people
attach to forests in Switzerland at different points in time and
relate these to prevailing (national) discourses about the val-
ues of forests. They bring up interesting mismatches between
their survey and official discourses and demonstrate the dif-
ficulty of forest management when the perceptions of forest
users mismatch those of policymakers. In some cases, multi-
ple forest ontologies manifest into competing claims to forest
management regimes, and competing attempts at ruling for-
est become an integral part of defining where a forest starts
and ends. Côte and Gautier (2018) take up this issue with an
analysis of the persistence of historical forest definitions in
Burkina Faso. They demonstrate the stubbornness of admin-
istrative forest boundaries in spite of changes through what
they term “fuelwood territorialities”, emphasizing the role of
unofficial resource economics in shaping where a forest offi-
cially starts and ends.

The final two papers are pragmatic propositions as to what
to do with the heterogeneity of forest definitions, given their
value and power-laden nature, for contemporary forest sci-
ence and policy frameworks. Indeed, as the “tyranny of trees”
controversy illustrates (Veldman et al., 2015b), scientists are
also integral participants, rather than mere observers, in the
power-laden process of defining, valuing and bounding for-
est. Kull’s (2017) paper speaks to the scientific framework
of forest transition. He proposes revisiting the categories that
form the building blocks of earlier forest transition theory,
but in a way that accounts for both multiple forest ontolo-
gies and multiple intentions for areas under forest transition.
His conceptual approach lays the groundwork for a potential
way forward to defining forest in a way that makes visible
currently divergent definitions and views of forests.

Lastly, Comber and Kuhn (2018) propose an approach
addressing the fundamental problem of homogenizing for-
est standards. They explore the mismatch between global
projects’ forest definitions, such as REDD+, which attempt
to value forest, their standard-driven implementation, and al-
ternative local views and understandings of forests. Query-
ing the relation between competing forest ontologies and
their territorial operationalization helps to generate questions
about the material implications of forest science. They lay
out an approach based on “data primitives” aiming to both
define and bound forest based around multiple dimensions
derived from diverse understandings of forest.

We argue that, as illustrated by these papers, at the heart
of debates about forests lie neither boundaries nor definitions
but rather values. These can be reflected explicitly, for ex-
ample in expert and non-expert perspectives as illustrated by
Frick et al. (2018), or be implicit, for instance in the ways that
language is used to conceptualize forest as a category (e.g.
Burenhult et al., 2017). Our argument is that understanding
how and by whom forest is valued is an essential way to
understand and expose the trouble inherent in our ways of
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thinking about forest, and through reflecting on such values
we can better understand how definitions and boundaries are
produced and used.

Thus, differences between ways forests are defined by sci-
entists and the application of these definitions when policies
land on the ground is not only a case of finding the right “fit”
(Nightingale, 2011). The tension between forest definitions,
values and boundaries is inevitable, but it becomes problem-
atic when it is ignored (c.f. Côte and Gautier, 2018). We
therefore propose that forest is in trouble when the relation-
ship between definitions and values is silenced or smoothed
over. Adjusting institutional design relies on the fundamen-
tal assumption that competing interests – between scientists,
forest users, bureaucrats and conservationists – can all be sat-
isfied. However, such conflicts of interest – in representing a
certain area as forest, or not, and in adopting a particular def-
inition of “forest” rather than another – are not simply “er-
rors” or “noise” to be removed. Rather than discarding such
issues as institutional or definitional misfits, the relation be-
tween value-laden definitions and boundaries reminds us that
forests also stand for something else: political rights to land,
territory and political recognition.

We therefore argue for giving greater scientific space to the
silences involved in the valuation of environmental knowl-
edge. Only by staying with these questions can we aspire to
understand why the heterogeneity of forest definitions per-
sists and what exactly the discrepancies between them mean
(Watkins et al., 2017; Lave et al., 2014). Epistemic differ-
ences between groups as diverse as scientists, foresters, for-
est resource gatherers and national policymakers who work
on forests need to be discussed more explicitly in order to
better understand, analyse and address the kind of trouble
that forest is in. This is why we chose to publish this col-
lection of papers in the open-access Geographica Helvetica,
an ideal platform to host and inclusively stage a discussion
about the trouble with and between forest definitions, bound-
aries and values. Crucially, by publishing in an open-access
outlet, all those interested in such interdisciplinary debates
can engage, participate and learn from them. This is impor-
tant, because disciplinary differences often force us to reflect
on seemingly obvious ideas and critically re-evaluate them.
We believe that truly interdisciplinary efforts, such as this
special issue, exploring the trouble with forest, yield more
than simply the sum of their parts and can be effective ways
of “staying with the trouble”.
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